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THE PROBLEM
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for the present*

BACKGROUND OF THE POPULAR THEATRE
The Pre-Revolut ionary Theatre
At the turn of the century the modern efforts
to found a truly popular French theatre were at their
peak. To get a clear picture of what the modern writers,
directors, and actor groups have been striving for, it is
necessary to trace the antecedents of such a theatre.
During the Middle Ages in its miracles, moral-
ites and mysteres Prance had a true popular theatre.
It was a theatre which touched in some way the lives of
every member of a community. All shared in it and all
contributed something to its success or failure. This
theatre was engulfed by the wave of classicism of the
Renaissance and the theatre became a specialized craft
produced by a few for the enjoyment of the selected and
aristocratic audience, which could comprehend its clas-
sical language and situations. The alexandrin was cer-
tainly not the speech of the people. This chan5:e has
been expressed by Lenient in his Satire en France :
"On a sou vent reproche a la Prance de n* avoir
point de theatre national, d'etre allee emprunter ses
Geronte et ses Arnolphe, comme ses Oedipe et ses Oreste,
aux Grecs et aux Remains, Ce theatre, elle I'a possede
r1
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durant des siecles, Elle a eu en meme temps la tra-
gedie sacree d'Eschjle et la comedie ancienne d'Aris-
tophane, avec ses licences democrat! que s , ses hardies
personnalites , ses masques et ses ecriteaux, Mais soit
malheur des temps, soit faiblesse des hommes, il n'est
rien sorti de la qu'une farce immortelle, celle de
Pathelin, Les essais comiques ou serieux sont deraeures
a I'etat d'ebauches: on n'est guere alle au dela de
Thespis et de Susarion. Degoute de ces echecs, en-
traine par le mouvement de la Renaissance, domine en-
fin par certaines necessites politiques et sociales, le
drame alia chercher ailleurs ses inspirations*"^
This earliest popular drama was quite sub-
merged, until in the years before the Revolution sev-
eral thinkers began to deliberate on the state of the
theatre and to advocate inclusion in it of many popular
features. They hoped in this way to restore to the
theatre its old vitality which it had lost when it be-
came so specialized a craft. Denis Diderot, the orig-
inator of the "drame", was unsuccessful as a playwright,
but he made an important name for himself in the history
of the Theatre for his many novel ideas. He urged in
the Entretiens, the preface to Le Fils naturel, in the
^Le Satire en France, Lenient, pp. 316-317.
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Epltre dedicatolre to the Pere du famille , and in other
essays on the theatre such innovations as enormous
stages accommodating a large cast of characters, simul-
taneous scenes, less conversation, and more pantomime.
All of these were in line with the old mediaeval theatre
as well as the Greek, the model of all popular theatres.
Rousseau, who spoke as a citizen of Protestant
Geneva in La Lettre a" D'Alembert
,
analyzed the theatre
of his day and proclaimed himself its enemy. Yet he
too made many contributions to it. If the theatre was
to be permitted as a necessary evil of urban life, it
should be regenerated, given a popular and national
character, and his suggestions for popular festivals be-
came the model of the Revolutionary Theatre.
In 1773 and 1778 respectively were published
two essays of Louis-Sebastien Mercier entitled Nouvel
Essai sur I'art dramatique and Nouvel Examen de la
tragedie fran^aise . Mercier regarded as essential to
the good health of the nation the establishment of a
popular theatre, a theatre in which all participated,
like that of the Middle Ages, For such a theatre he
wrote a series of national historical dramas which had
considerable success. They included: Jean Hennuyer,
eveque de la Llgue; La Mort de Louis XI, roi de France
,

La Destruction de la Llgue «
It must be stated, however, that Mercier had
more Influence on the German theatre than on the French.
He was the inspiration of Schiller. Since Schiller was
later to be the model for French dramatists writing for
the popular theatre. Herder's influence was twice re-
moved.
Perhaps of less influence was Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre, but he suns up the philosophy of the others
very well in his Treizi^me Etude de la nature called
Les Maux de socle te . His thesis was that "salus
popull suprema lex esto", and that the theatre was an
excellent means of fostering the "bonheur du peuple".
To quote:
"Je ne disconviens pas que les spectacles,
tels que les tragedies, ne pussent contribuer a rap-
procher les citoyens. Les Grecs les ont souvent em-
ployes a cet usage, Mais en adoptant leurs drames,
nous nous ecartons de leur intention.' Ce n'etaient
pas les malheurs des autres nations qu'ils represen-
taient sur leurs theatres, c'etaient ceux qu'ils
avaient eprouves, et des evenements tires d^ leurs
propres histoires. Nos tragedies nous remplissent
d'une pltle etrangere. Nous pleurons sur les mal-
heurs de la fami lie d' Agamemnon, et nous voyons d'un
1II
5oeil sec celles qui sont miserables k notre porte. Nous
n'apercevons pas meme leurs maux, attendu qu'elles ne
sont pas sur le theatre, Cependent nos heros, bien
presentes sur la scene, suffiraient pour porter jusqu'a
1 'enthusiasme le patrlotisme du peuple. <^el concours
et quels applaudi ssements a attires I'heroisme d'Eustache
de Saint-Pierre, dans Le Siege de Calais ! La mort de
Jeanne d'Arc produirait encore de plus grands effets, si
un homme de genie osait effacer le ridicule dont on a
couvert parmi nous cette fille respectable et infortunee,
a qui la Grece eut eleve des autels."-^
The Revolutionary Period
The only truly popular theatre which Prance
has enjoyed in the modern era was that of the Revolution.
Although it was a genuine success, it can be noted that it
produced neither a great play nor a great artist. In
that turbulent period the talent and brain power of the
Revolution were being expended on the battlefield, the
tribunal and the guillotine, France was acting its
Iliad in real life rather than on any stage.
The use of that theatre for the di sperainatlon
of propaganda also contributed to its ephemeral influence.
•^Etudes de la Nature
,
Saint-Pierre, p. 459.
II
There is nothing which becomes dated so rapidly as a
"piece a these ,
All the great names of the Revolution were at
one time or another connected with the Revolutionary
Theatre. Prom the Proces-verbaux de la comite d' in-
struction publique one can trace the decrees bearing on
the theatre. Most of them date from 1793 and 1794, On
July 11, 1793, David was proposing a new theatre for Pari
a huge structure in which could be portrayed spec-
tacles based on the events of the Revolution. The fol-
lowing month the committee was setting aside funds to pay
for the free presentation of plays with republican ideals
based on the lives of Brutus, William Tell, and such
heroes. In November of the same year Marie- Joseph
Chenier and Fabre d' Eglantine collaborated on a "Discoura
planning a series of national theatres for the comit4.
Their plan was accepted.
The most important decrees, a real framework
for a People's Theatre, were promulgated on March 10,
1794, by the Committee of Public Safety, To quote:
"1. Le Theatre ci-devant Prancais, etant un
edifice national, sera rouvert sans delai: il
sera uniquement consacre aux repre'sentations
donnees de par et pour le peuple, a certaine-
ment epoques de chaque mois.
r(
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2, L'edifice sera orn^ en dehors de 1' In-
scription suivante: Theatre du Peuple,"^
They contain two of the cardinal principles of a pop-
ular theatre: popular participation and regularity of
performance. At this theatre all performances were
free •
The Popular Festivals, of irhich Jean- Jacques
Rousseau had been the inspiration, were held usually in
the Place de la Revolution, turned into a great circus.
There was no theatre in Paris large enough to accommodate
the great outpourings of people who participated in these
great festivals, celebrating the anniversaries of revolu-
tionary events.
Of the Revolutionary Theatre one can conclude
that the demand was present, the need recognized, but no
genius to adequately fill it appeared to give it the
repertory it must have to gain permanence. The only
plays of merit produced were Marie- Joseph Chenier's
Charles IX ou I'ecole des rois and Laya • s L'Ami des lois .
In general, one can say of the Revolutionary Theatre that
it was born of the Revolution and with the Revolution it
died.
Proces-Verbaux de comite d ' instruction publique. Vol. Ill,
p. 60
f(
Post-Revolutionary Period
The atmosphere of the empire and restoration
with Its strict censorship of the theatre was not con-
ducive to any progress along theatrical lines. However,
the fall of the Bourbon Charles X, and the reaction
against his extreme conservatism cleared the air, and we
find a constantly growing social spirit which was to cul-
minate in the tempestuous year of 1848. Lamennals and
Christian Democracy, the February Revolution, Louis Blanc
and the National workshops, the Second Republic are but
terms to call to mind the tremendous social unrest and
Interest In popular betterment which characterized the
middle of the century. Then after the collapse of the
Second Empire there was another chain of events of social
and popular Import; the commune, Marxian socialism versus
Proudhon anarchism, and then from 1874 on the great
social reforms which antedate ours by so many years.
To list but a few of the major ones:
1892 - Laws regulating the employment of women and
children
1892 - Voluntary but official boards created for
the arbitration of strikes
1893 - Laws making compulsory the installing of
safety devices for the protection of
workers in industry
1898 - Worklngmen's compensation laws
1911 - Old age pensions
rr
9Contemporaneous with these reforms were the
Perry Laws establishing compulsory primary education.
With this spirit abroad it is not surprising that there
was agitation again for a popular theatre.
In the momentous year of 1848 Augustin Thierry,
disciple of Saint-Simon, was writing a learned essay en-
titled De 1' influence du theatre sur la classe ouvriere .
It was a discussion of what the theatre could do to make
richer the use of the newly acquired leisure hours of
the workingman and his family. Note that this was 1848,
yet how much it sounds like some of our discussions of
the past dscade.
In his course of lectures for 1847-48 Michelet,
the great nineteenth century advocate for the popular
theatre was insisting time and time again:
"Nul doute que le theatre ne soit aussi dans
I'avenir le plus puissant moyen de 1 'education, du
rapprochement des hommes; c'est le meilleur espoir peut-
etre de renovation nationale, Je parle d'un theatre
immensement populaire, d'un theatre repondant a la pensee
du peuple, qui circulaient dans les moindres villages."-^
Was he perhaps anticipating the cinema? It
would fit at least half of his requirement.
^L'Etudiant, Michelet, (from his course of 1847-48) p. 18.

Pottecher in his Le Theatre du peuple quotes
Michelet thus:
"Donnez-lul (le peuple) 1 'enselgnement souveraln
qui fut toute 1 'education des glorieuses cites antiques;
un theatre vraiment DU PEUPLE. Et sur ce theatre montrez
lui sa propre legende, ses actes, ce qu'il a fait, Nour-
rissez le peuple du peuple
He hammered at the same idea constantly:
"Ah, que je voie avant de mourir la fraternite
nationale recommencer au theatre] Un theatre simple et
fort, que I'on joue dans les villages, ou I'energie du
talent, la puissance creatrice du coeur, la jeune imagi-
nation des populations toutes neuves nous dispensent de
tant de moyens materiels, decorations prestigieuses
,
somptueux costumes sans lesquels les faibles dramaturges
de ce temps use ne peuvent plus faire un pas
Qu'est-ce que le theatre? L'abdication de la personne
actuelle, ego'iste, interessee, pour prendre un role meil-
leur Ah, que nous en avons besoini'
Michelet in his Histoire de la Revolution (part
of his monumental Histoire de France ) stated that he
hoped for a repertory written especially for a popular
theatre which would contain inspirational works for the
^Le Theatre du peuple, Pottecher, pp.254.
^Ibid, pp. 254.

revivification of France. He sug2;ested such as:
Jeanne d'Arc
Tour d'Auvergne
Les Miracles de la Revolution
Although he died solitary and destitute,
Michelet had planted the seed of his philosophy firmly in
the minds of his students. Some of these seeds were
later to bear fruit.
Also lending assistance to the popular theatre
movement at this time were two groups. Both of these
organizations had as their principal aim the educational
advancement of the workingman in his leisure hours. The
first was the Cercle catholique ouvrier and the other the
Universites populaires.
Of the two the universi te''s did more to advance
the theatre. The organization had been founded in 1892
in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine by a poor typesetter named
Duherme. At first it was called La Cooperation des
idees, and it was modeled on the English University
extension work. In addition to its evening classes and
lectures, its evening museum, game rooms, and libraries,
the usual popular university conducted an employment
bureau and a sort of medical clinic. Every Sunday a
theatrical performance was given. Sometimes Maurice
Bouchor gave one of his famous poetic or dramatic read-

ings. Other Sundays a play would be presented by those
connected with the universi te. Very ambitious produc-
tions were undertaken and staged by these earnest ama-
teurs •
The Cercle catholique ouvrier besides its
"salle de travail" had a "salle de cours" v/hich could be
and was utilized for theatricals. Both of these were
truly popular efforts in that they were carried out by
people for the people.
An interesting sidelight, which indicates the
extent of the interest in this miovement, was the work of
the musician-composer of Louise , Gustave Charpentier, In
addition to giving free musical training to the midinettes
of Paris through his Conservatoire Populaire, he started
a short lived organization, I'Oeuvre du theatre gratuit.
It was a scheme to get the theatre owners, authors and
actors to give their free tickets to the working girls.
This post-Revolutionary period was a time when
all breathed the air of social reform and as we have seen
the "spade work" was accomplished in preparation for the
actual attempts at founding popular theatres in Paris,
which was to follow immediately.
rr
Foreign Influences
Prom the background thus briefly sketched one
can see that the concept of a popular theatre was by no
means foreign to French literature and to the French
theatre. Neither was the movement limited to the French
scene. This same movement was astir in most of the Euro-
pean countries as is attested by similar enterprises in
each. For exsjnple, Brussels had its Maison du peuple
and Berlin the famous Schillertheater directed by Loewen-
feld and the Freie Volksbiihne founded by Bruno Wille.
Several of the Paris theatres later modeled their sub-
scription plans and production methods on those of the
Schillertheater.
Such spectacles as the Passion Play of Oberam-
mergau had a definite influence on French directors, par-
ticularly on those of the plein-air theaters. Romain
Holland does not consider Oberammergau a popular theatre
because: (1) it caters to the tourist trade; (2) it pro-
duces only the one play .... there is no varietion in its
repertory; (3) it is not given frequently enough.
The truest popular festivals in Europe are
those given by the Swiss Dramatische Vereine. Each
little mountain valley and city had its traditional
festival. These are spontaneous and of local interest.
The old dances, songs, legends, and folk lore are pro-

duced with the simplicity and naiveness which character-
ize a genuinely popular presentation. Among the best
known of these Swiss festivals are the Vvilliam Tell fes-
tivals given at Altdorf and Interlaken, These are pro-
duced throughout the summer from July to September by
amateur groups. One of the spring festivals is the
Sechselfiuten, banishing winter. At six in the morning
the bells ring welcoming spring. At this early hour
there is a procession of lovely and fantastic lanterns
made by the leading artists of the city. Lucerne and
Elnsiedeln also have pre-lenten masquerades and proces-
sions. Other cities have flower festivals at appro-
priate seasons. Perhaps the best organized of these is
the Theatre du Jorat, of which Remain Holland's friend
and disciple, Rene Morax, is the founder. His produc-
tions have a "saveur de terroir" and his best known play
is La Dime , which concerns the life of the Vaudois peas-
ants under the regim.e of Bern. He has built a large
outdoor theatre and is the leader of dramatic enterprises
in French—speaking Switzerland. These Swiss perform-
ances have also been of definite interest and influence
to Maurice Pottecher.
Of the foreign popular theatres in metropolitan
areas, the best was the Vienna Volkstheater of Anzen-
grflber, the pioneer theatre started in 1889. Anzengrfiber
t: 1 If
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as a pigywright succeeded in creating a few popular types
which guaranteed the success of his theatre. This
theatre was among those studied by M. Adrien Bernheim,
who had been appointed by the government to investigate
popular theatres abroad in the light of establishing a
government subsidized theatre in Paris, According to
Dr. Chapman} his report was of little value, M. Bernheim,
although a theatrical producer, was not sympathetic to
the movement. He did not understand German, and there-
fore could not appreciate what was being dene there.
As for specific writers the greatest influence
came from Tolstoy and Wagner, Tolstoy was, of course,
worshipped in France at the turn of the century. His
Immediate influence on Remain Holland is well known to
all readers of the Zweig and Seippel biographies. In
a personal interview with Dr. Chapmen Alphonse Sech6
remarked:
"L'idee de ce theatre semble etre venue de
Tolstoy par M. Holland,"
The other foundation stone of the popular
theatre, M. Pottecher, said to Dr. Chapman:
"J'etais tr^s tolstofen."
Although acknowledging his tremendous debt to
^Movement for a Popular Theatre in France, 1895-1914
.
Chapman, Dwight.
~
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Tolstoy, Romaln Holland does not advocate the use of his
plays In the popular theatre repertory. In every for-
eign play there were the differences of race and spirit
which were not translatable, but in the plays of Tolstoy
and Gorki the miseries portrayed were only too well under-
stood by the poor. Their mission should be to appeal to
the consciences of the wealthy. The poor had need of no
such challenges,
Wagner influenced both Holland and Pottecher.
Apart from the music itself there was much in the staging,
the use of legendary material, the employment of large
masses of people on the stage, and the appeal to the emo-
tions that was directly in line with their aims, Holland
considered Die Meistersinger the ideal popular play, but
lover of music that he is, he was forced to admit that
the people were not musically educated to the point where
the actual opera would be of value or even prove to be
entertaining to them.
(
ROMAIN HOLLAND'S CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE POPULAR THEATRE MOVEMENT
In 1899 the individual efforts to spur the min-
istry or the Paris Municipal Government into action on a
popular theatre for Paris were consolidated into a united
front and conveyed to the public through the medium of the
press, the Revue D'Art Dramatique . The enthusiasts of the
editorial board first organized a comit6 d' etude. A
prize contest was immediately announced for the best dis-
course on a popular theatre. As a result of their studie
Romain Rolland wrote a letter to the minister of Public
Instruction and Pine Arts, then M. Leygues. The letter
was signed by the seventeen members of the committee.
The committee contained several names which would com-
mand the respect of the most indifferent bureaucrat.
They were MM. Henry Bauer, Lucien Besnard, Maurice Bouchor
Georges Bourdon, Lucien Descaves, Robert ds Flers, Anatole
France, Gustave Gef^roy, Louis Lumet, Octave Mirbeau,
Maurice Pottecber, Romain Rolland, Camille de Sainte-Croix
Edouerd Schure, Gabriel Trarieux, Jean Vignaud, and Emlle
Zols.
The committee then followed up their letter urg-
ing action with a visit to the minister. The only im-
mediate result they got was the appointment of M. Adrien
rr
Bernheim, who was L*inspecteur des Beaux Artes et com-
mlssaire du gouvernement aupres des theatres subven-
tlonnes, as the government agent to inspect such popular
theatres of repute abroad as the Vienna Volkstheater and
the Berlin Schillertheater, Both his appointment and
his report were sources of disappointment to the committee.
As has been already noted in the section on
Foreign Influences, it was generally felt that Bernheim
was not a good choice, being not too sympathetic with the
movement, and also because of his inability to understand
German, he did not comprehend any too well just what was
being done in these highly successful theatres.
Although they did not get the cooperation from
the government which they desired, they were supported by
other periodicals, notably Georges Bourdon's Revue Bleue,
and by many individuals. Aside from members of the com-
mittee others who spoke consistantly in their behalf were
J, Ernest-Charles, Catulle Mendes, Jean Jaures, the famed
leader of the Socialists, Lugne-PoS, Jean Jullien. All
of these participated in the very spirited and often
bitter debates in the press. The debate in the govern-
ment was so prolonged that finally all enthusiasm was
blanketed and the whole affair petered out.
When the various plans submitted in the contest
were examined, it was found that Morel's Pro Jet de
<
theatre populalre was the best and Alla's was judged
second best. The Revue published both In their entire-
ty. Each concerned itself with the physical requi-
sites of the theatre, seat arrangement, stage, lighting
and such problems.
For a truly comprehensive study of the T«^iole
problem the most thorough study is Remain Rolland's
Theatre du peuple . This handbook of the movement was
compiled from his numerous articles appearing in the
Revue *
The first section of the book reviews the
Theater of the Past in the light of determining what
of the classical repertory is adaptable to a people's
theatre. The grist of the past he finds very meager.
Moliere in his slapstick plays belongs to the people.
Corneille and Racine offer little. There is much in
.
Corneille which should appeal (action, violence, and
anger), but the barrier of the alexandrin and poetic
language is too great to be surmounted. Racine is
beyond the pale, as he is too intellectual and too
impersonal. The Romantic drama is dismissed as be-
ing too melodramatic - "a lion's skin thrown over a
trifling bit of nonsense" or "this type of drama Is
the swagsrering bully of French art"."^
^The People's Theatre, Remain Roll and.
\
The bourgeois drama of the nineteenth century
was the period of the thesis play. These are of no
interest to a People's Theater because they are the prob-
lems of the bourgeoisie. The world's great dramatists,
Sophocles, Shakespeare, Lope da Vega, Calderon, and
Schiller were popular dramatists at the period when they
wrote their plays, but to produce their dramas in a way
understandable to the people of today, it would be neces-
sary to mutilate them to overcome the differences of time
and race. Romain Holland comes to the conclusion that
from the great plays of the past one could cull a series
of satisfactory readings, but a repertory for a popular
theatre - no.
The historical background of the theatre
through Rousseau, Diderot, the Revolution, and Michelet,
as well as tracing the first Paris attempts at founding
a theatre, follow.
Section two is entitled The New Theatre-Moral
and Physical Conditions. This new theatre is to be
I financed by subscription. The advantage of this method
is that it gets the people into the habit of going to the
theatre weekly. His scheme was to cover France with a
series of theatres. As one theatre produced profits,
these profits would go toward founding a new theatre.
Under the guidance of a central committee the theatres
(
would hold in common for exchange their scenery, cos-
tumes, properties, and actors. Thus the capital re-
quired for each ad/'itionel theatre would be lessened.
The three moral requisites of his theatre are
hut common sense. (1) It must be recreational. It must
provide comfortable seats for the weary workingman and a
play producing joy, not boredom nor sorrow, (2) It must
be a source of energy. After an evening at the theatre
the workingman must be better able to face the m.orrow's
work. The theatre must be an arena of action, (3) It
should be a guiding light to the intellect. Beware of
preaching morality; set the people to thinking; but don't
do their thinking for them.
Then follov/ed his other criteria which will be
discussed in another topic. In the final chapters he
treats of the other types of drama and how they can be
adapted into usuable meterisl for popular theatres. For
example, historical dramas can teach lessons of tolerance
and arouse a spirit of solidarity. Rural dramas with
their peasant humor contain a wealth of legendary material.
The Theatre of Remain Rollend
The greatest contribution of Romein Rolland to
the popular theatre movement was, without doubt, the in-
spiration and lead'=>rship he provided through his articles
1- *
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and his authorship of the manifesto. Theatre du peuple .
Second in i'Tiportance would be his ovm group of plays
which were designed to fill one of the main needs of such
theatres, a repertory.
The plan was an excellent one. There was to
be a series of ten dramas, reSnacting the chief events
of the French Revolution and portraying its principal
figures. At the period of his greatest interest in the
movement, he wrote the three plays of the Theatre de la
Revolution and one revolutionary play, Le Triomphe de la
reison in the Tragedies de la foi . Then followed a
lapse of twenty- three years during which he was absorbed
with Jean Christophe , the biographies of musicians and
artists, and the polemics of war and peace. Since 1925,
indicating that he had not lost interest in the passion
of his more youthful years, he has written three additional
plays, making seven of the proposed ten now completed.
Since the latest one, Les Lel^nides , is the epilogue of the
series, it perhaps means that he does not now intend to
finish his original plan.
It is an Iliad in prose of the French Revolution
which has been envisioned by the author. In his preface
to the Theetre de la Revolution he gives his aim es fol-
lows: "J'aurais voulu donner, dans 1 'ensemble de cette
oeuvre, comme le spectacle d'une convulsion de la nature.
(r
1
d'line tempete sociale, depuis 1 'instant ou les premieres
vague s se soulevent du fond de 1 'ocean, jusqu'au moment
ou elles semblent de nouveau j rentrer, et le calme re-
tombe lentement sur la mer.""^
This translated into events would be the span
from the fall of the Bastille to the dictatorship of
Napoleon.
There follows a brief summary and comment on
each of the cycle, given in the chronological order of
events and not in the order in which the plays were
written,
I. The cycle begins with a charming prelude,
Paques-fleuries (1927). The action takes place in 1774
and it centers around a fete given at a beautiful country
estate in honor of the Marechal Septimanie de Montlouis
(in reality the Marechale de Luxembourg), the erstwhile
mistress of the Prince de Bourbon-Courtenay (the proto-
type of the Prince de Conty). It creates the delightful
but decadent atmosphere of the last years of the ancien
regime. Among the cast is the half blind pe.islcner of
the prince, the agedi Jean- Jacques Kousseau. He alone
sees the storm clouds gathering. The play also intro-
duces two character types, the revolutionary and the
Theatre de la Revolution
, Romain Rolland, Preface, p.vii.

aristocrat - Matthieu and the prince's son, who meet
again in the epilogue, Les Leonides .
II. Next in point of time is Le 14 juillet (1902).
It is really a "f^te populaire" rather than a formally
organized play. It is a sort of symphony pouring out
the exultant joy of the people at tine destruction of
the hated symbol of royal restraint, the Bastille,
Music was to have a large part in setting the atmosphere
anci spirit of the play. A musical background satis-
factory to Remain Holland has been composed for it by
Doyen. Of all Remain Holland's plays it comes the near-
est to fitting his own requirements for a popular drama.
Throughout the staging of the play the stage is alive
with people of all classes, with barr-icades, and with
violent actions called forth by violent moods. It is
a tempest which he has tried to capture and hold for a
moment for the inspection of the audience. Le 14 Juillet
has not had many presentations because of the problems
of staging. Gemier staged it at the Theatre de la
Renaissance-Gemier in 1902, Stefan Zweig in his biog-
raphy of Remain Holland makes the sugo:estion that, since
it is not suitable for a formal theatre, it should be
given in the open air.-"- i could not find whether any
of the plein-oir theatres had ever essayed it.
"'Romain Holland - The Man and His Work, Stefan Zweig.
(
From the historical point of view tiie play is
interesting because it introduces the great names of the
Revolution before the force of the coming strenuous years
had cast them into the molds which history has transmitted
to posterity. For example, Camille Desmoulins, although
thirty-nine years old, still had much of the Paris gamin
about him. His mind is as much on courting his Lucille
as on the events which are transpiring about him,
Robespierre had not yet become the inhuman man of cold
intellect which he is to be in Danton . At the end of
Act I, he is actually almost too timid, as he stands on
the cafe table, to announce to the crowd the news which
he has brought from Versailles,
To me, it seems that in this play Rolland has
come the nearest to succeeding in descending from the
Olympus of his intellect to the plateau of popular com-
prehension. Here he has succeeded in breathing living
emotions and reactions into his people, where he ususilly
just produces thinkers and orators,
III. Le Triomphe de la Raison { 1899 ), produced by
Lugne-PoS st the L'Oeuvre, is set in the summer of 1793.
It is concerned with tbe Revolution in the Provinces,
The moderates, the Gironists, ousted from power bv the
Jacobins, are at Caen plotting a counter-revolution,
Beseiged by their enemies, their problem is, shall they
(
die at the hands of their countrymen, or shall they save
their skins by surrendering Caen to the English and the
royalists? They cannot bring themselves to betray
their country to the English. Fabre, the old encyclope-
dist, explained his inability to give the arranged sig-
nal to the English thus:
"Je ne sais pas, L'instinct a ete plus fort
que 1 ' intelligence
,
plus intelligent peut-etre, (^uand
.Vai vu I'etranger entrer en France, tout mon echafaudage
de saisonnement s'est ecroule. J'ai donne I'ordre de
tirer."!
•Quarrels among the leaders foreshadow the col-
lapse of the Revolution as it turned cannibalistic and
one group consumed another.
This drama is in the Tragedies de la foi series
together with his Saint Louis and A^rt , There are times
when Remain Holland puts speeches in the mouths of his
Revolutionary heroes which in the li^t of present events
make him almost seem to have had clairvoyant qualities.
For example, in the same play Fabre remarks very sagely:
"Dans une democratic, c'est une folle pour
1 'elite d'engager la lutte contre le peuple. La sagesse
est de convaincre le peuple qu'il pensent comrae 1 'elite;
•^Treg^dies de la foi ; Le tri omphe de la reison , Romain
Rolland, Acte II, Scene XI.
I
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il faut qu'il n'en doute jamais, Au fond, il ne de-
mande qu'a le croire et a se decharger sur d ' autre s de
la fatigue de penser, Mais si on 1 'oblige a recon-
naitre que nos id^es lui sont superieures et hostiles,
e'en est fait d'elle et de nous. Tu en appelles a la
force. La force ecrasera la raison,
IV. The first production of Les Loups (1898) at
Lugne-PoS's L'Oeuvre was the occasion of a political
demonstration, Les Loups, alone of Holland's plays,
parallels a current event. The Dreyfus Case. Present
at the opening evening were Picquart, who could recog-
nize himself as Teulier, defender of the innocent, Zola,
Peguy, and many other great names.
The setting of the play is Mayence in 1793.
Within the beseiged city the leaders of the army are at
each other's throats. D'Oyron, the aristocrat, (symbol
of Dreyfus, - the aristocrats were the hated race, as
the Jews were in the Dreyfus upheaval) is accused of
treason, Teulier, the scholar and enemy of D'Oyron
realizes that he is innocent and he cannot stand by and
see him unjustly accused, even though to defend him will
cause his own downfall.
This play, which i s so closely connected with
the French scene, has odily enough been translated and
^Tragedies de la foi; Le Triomphe de la raison, Romaln
Holland, Acte II, Scene XI.
(
played with great success in Germany, and in such unlike-
ly places as Hungary and Japan.
V. Danton (1900) contains the most dramatic scene
that Remain Holland has written, the Tribunal scene. On
the opening night the play was prefaced by a speech given
by Jaures. Despite the hostility of the press it was
relatively successful. It deals with the opening weeks
of 1794 prior to and leading up to the downfall and death
on the guillotine of the people's hero, Danton. With
the victory of the dispassionate lawyer, Robespierre,
the Revolution in over.
During the tribunal scene both sides play on
the emotions of the people, and the crowd in the court-
room is swayed by the oratory of the demagogues. Finally,
although they would like to be faithful to their hero,
they desert him, when the arrival of a shipment of flour
is announced. The stomach is victor over the heart.
The play bears the name of Danton, but it is
really a contrast of three men, Robespierre, Desmoulins,
and Danton. Danton, the vital and sensual, exudes life
but has also the courage to die. Desmoulins dies the
thousand deaths of a coward before he is even condemned,
Robespierre, the cold and analytical, is a lawyer through-
out. He does give off a little human warmth in the com-
pany of Madame Duplay and the attractive Eleanore Duplay.

It is Danton though, who Is wise enough to see that
Robespierre in bringing about his execution, has opened
the way for his own death,
VI. Contemporaneous with Danton in point of time is
the Jeu de 1' amour et de la mort (1925) Being the most
conventional in form of Holland's plays, it has been
given several times on various Paris boards. It is
also the most personal of the series. By this, I mean,
it shows the effect of the Terror on one man and his wife,
rather than portraying any important trend or deifying
any Revolutionary hero. The scientist, Courvoisler
(Lavoisier) reached the saturation point. He could no
longer be party to the persecutions perpetrated against
the so-called enemies of the state. He could not cast
his vote for the death of Danton. Lacking the courage
to fig^t for him, he deserted the tribunal. His young
wife showed a lofty courage. Given a chance to flee
both refused and calmly awaited death. Adding to the
personal note is the slender thread of a love story,
that of Madame Courvoisler and the escaped and hunted
proscribed officer. To her the only course, compatible
with honor and dignity, was to share her husband's fate.
I believe that one can see this mutual respect for each
other in the charming portrait of Lavoisier and his
wife painted by David,
i
VII. In the epilogue, Les Leonldes (1929), the day
of the Revolution is over. It is 1797 and twenty-three
years have elapsed since Paque s-fleuries . In the author's
preface Holland explained that when he wrote Les Leonides
the idea had been mulling in his mind for thirty years.
It was the seed of the whole cycle. In s^vltzerland in
the Jura he had visited an isolated valley where an ex-
iled noble had taken refuge. From his meditations on
the lonely old baron the germ of the whole Revolutionary
cycle was developed.
In the valley of the play two refugees met,
the royalist. Prince de Bourbon-Courtenay (the young
count of Faques-fleuries ) and Matthieu Regnault, who
had been an important figure during the Revolution, but
who had fallen from power with the rise of Napoleon.
The play is dominated by Napoleon, who never appears on
the stage. He is the phoenix arising from the dying
embers of the Revolution, His coming and going is seen
by the torchlights and fires on the distant hills, a
clever device.
Driven from their peaceful valley the Jacobin
and the Royalist found it difficult to keep alive their
enmity for one another, and with the marriage of their
children planned, their animosity disappears. Although
longing, but not daring to return to France, they turn

their steps toward America, about which the young Count
says: "There, there are still free horizons. The earth
and man's thoughts are new; they do not have to bear the
weight of the bloody centuries of Europe.
If Danton has the most dramatic scene, this
play has the most beautiful. The night scene on the
mountain with the stars gleaming in the clear Swiss air,
with the shower of Leonids, from which the play takes its
name, and bonfires and torches below in the village along
the route taken by the conqueror, all could be worked out
most effectively with modern stage lighting. Unless it
has been produced in Switzerland, Les L^onides
,
to the
best of my knowledge, has never been produced.
In this series of seven plays Remain Holland
has portrayed a half dozen living figures: the leonine
Danton, the rabbity Camille Desmoulins, the courageous
Madame Courvoisier, the truly royal Prince de Conty, and
the neurotic Julie, the child who led the way into the
Bastille, and the stoic Hobespierre. To me, these are
the six who stand out of the 9;reat mass of characters.
Likewise, he has succeeded in creating a few outstanding
scenes. Heading such a list is, of course, the Tribunal
scene in Danton. The mob scene at the Palais-Royal in
Les Leonides
,
Remain Rollend. Translation by Eugene
Lohrke, p. 192,
r
Le 14 juillet , Courvoisier and his wife awaiting the
marching footsteps of the guards in the Jeu de 1 ' amour
et de la mort , and the defense by Teulier of D'Oyron
in Les Loup
a
are worthy of mention. However, Holland
does not succeed in his desire to create an Iliad of the
Revolution because he is too much of an intellectual.
He cannot get down to the language of the common people.
His characters speak orations of beautiful French, but in
word and in thought they are too lofty to have come from
the mouths of Revolutionary demagogues.
It might be worth while to set down Rolland's
criteria for a popular play (from the Theatre de la
Re^volution ) and note briefly how closely or how badly
he follows his ov/n rules. In general, the earlier plays
(in point of writing not chronology) adhere most closely
and the more recent ones less closely.
The four principal points wd"ich he reiterates
time and t^me again we can take as his criteria.
1. Use of music throughout the play.
2. Each play was to contain a single thought.
"Paint with a broom".
3. Use of large masses of people, broad tableaux,
me rch ing , danc! ng
.
4. Treat a well-known subject, using brief dialogue.
To analyze each play in a simple form with these
points in m^nd will show at a glance that the leader him-
c
self could not or did not practice what he preached.
The date given in each case indicates the year in which
the play was written,
I. Paques-f leuries (1927)
1. Use of music: Scene XI: The f^te in honor of
la marechale Septimanie, the orchestra of
violins, viols, hautboys, pipes, and harp-
sichord plays: Rondeau from Indes Gal antes
by Rameau; Air of Hebe from the same work.
Scene XIII: On the harpsichord the Mare-
chale plays the Carillon of Becourt from
which Qa ira came.
2. Single thought: Really no dominating thought.
It creates the atmosphere of the decadence
of the nobility. It introduces the sug-
gestion that when the Revolution is over,
the victory will not be for the common
folk, but for the commercial interests.
3. Masses of people: None.
Tableaux: None.
. Combats: None.
Dancing: At the Marechale 's fdte the peasant
girls dance representing the spring flowers.
This takes place on the lawn of the chateau.
4. Well-known subjects: It includes several his-
torically famous characters: Jean- Jacques
Rousseau, the Prince ds Conty, the Comte
de la Marche, his son, and the karechale
de Lujcembourg.
Paques-fleuri es is not divided into acts, but
has twenty-three scenes that flow into one another. The
tragedy, the murder of the young chevalier, introduces a
sharply contrasting note to the first f^te-like scenes.
(
The Revolution is being forecast in the voices of Jean
Jacques, who speaks as from a trance, the voice of the
advocate, Matthieu Regnault, who talks of men's civic
rights, end that of the woodcutter, Guerin, whose fiancee
has been stolen by the Chevalier, the illegitimate son of
the prince. As can be noted Remain Rolland in this pro-
logue does not adhere any too well to his standards.
II. Le 14 juillet (1902)
1. Use of music; There is an extensive use of
music in all the street scenes, A
favorite tune is Liberty:
"Liberty, dans ce beau jour
viens remplir notre ame...."
Act TI.
In the final scene, the Fete du peuple,
the students accompanied^ by guitars and
clarinettes sing:
"Le bonheur supreme,
Le bien que j'aime,
C»est 1? Llberte
Mon coeur en est ebranle
. . .
.
"
2. Single thought: The destruction of the
Bastille as symbol of roysl restraint.
The atmosphere of the play is that on
that day the feeling of the people was
"tous fr^res".
3. Masses of people: There is a huge case of
"marchsnds de journaux, marchends du
Pslpis-Royal
,
Suisses, Badauds, pro-
meneurs, elegants, ouvriers, gueux,
femmes du peuple, enfants, toutes les
classes, tous les &ges.
Tableaux: Act I. Beginning at ten o'clock
in the morning of the twelfth of July,
1789, there are crowds in the gardens
of the Palais-Royal, The tableau is
a cross section of Paris life including

girls, porters, gamblers, soldiers,
priests, and children.
Act I: The mob goes to the back of
the stage and stands on cafe chairs
to see the people duck a countess,
while the principals talk at the
front of the stage.
Combat: The encounter at the Bastille,
Dancing: In Act III, the fete du peuple
everyone dances around the child,
Julie, who is placed in a niche as
a symbol of liberty.
4. Well-known subject: He does take a very
well-known incident and includes many
well-known figures such as Marat,
Desmoulins, Robespierre, the Marquis
de Launey, the governor of the Bastille,
and La Contat, actress of the Theatre
Fran^ais,
Of all the plays of Remain Rolland this comes
the closest to meeting his own requirements. By using
slang and Rabelaisian language he tries to keep away from
the academic speech, to which he is prone. Unfortunately
he is not too successful at using common language. For
example: Act I: "Est-ce que c'est vrai que cette garce
d» Autridiienne a foutu nos deputes en prison?" In Act
III: "Vivent les papegaux, cardingaux, evesgaux, pres-
tigaux, monegauxl Vivent les srchinigauds I " Again from
Act I: "a bas les aristos, aristocrocs, aristocrane s
,
aristocruches , les eri stocrass^sl
"
For the Fete du peuple the author gives ex-
plicit directions. He ei^^plains its purpose: "L'objet
de ce tableau est de realiser 1 'union du public et de
(
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I'oeuvre, de jeter un pont entre la salle et la scene,
de faire d'une action dramatique reellement une action."
Also he adds: "Le public contraint de meler non seule-
ment sa pensee, mais sa voix a 1' action; le Peuple de-
venant acteur lui-m§me dans la f^te du peuple.""^
This play is an interesting experiment and a
bold departure from the customary theories and practices
of playwriting and play producing. It has much of the
pageant about it and in the masses of people called for,
it is a step back toward the mystere.
I^I. Le Triomphe de la raison (1898)
!• Use of music: The only music is offstage.
A group of people sing outside the
window en route to the gu^illotine.
2. Single Thought: Even to save their own
lives the Girondists would not admit
the royalists and English to Caen.
Demonstrated a higher patriotism.
3. Masses of people: None.
Tableaux: None.
Combat: None,
Dancing: None.
4. Well-known subject: One of the less
familiar incidents of the Revolution.
To me this seems to be one of the less popular
of Romain Holland's plays. Since it involves a question
•^The^tre de la Revolution: Le 14 juillet, Romain RollRnd
p. 150.

of conscience and ethics, there is much discussion among
the characters before their course of action is decided
upon. Consequently, it is full of orations, debates,
and arguments with little action. Perhaps one reason
why he pays so little attention to his own standards is
that this play antedates the Theatre du peuple , and very
possibly at the time of writing Le Triomphe he did not
have his own standards well crystallized in his mind.
This same criticism would apply to LesLoups.
IV. Lea Loups (1898)
1, Use of Music: In the opening lines of the
plays he gives these directions: "Pen-
dant tout le drame , on entend le canon,
les coups de fusil au loin, dans les
silences - ou les pas de troupes dans
la rue, des musiques, des chants, des
commandements , - tout un bourdonnement
de ville assiegee, qui est 1' atmosphere
de la pie'ce."
2, Single Thought: An obedient citizen in war-
time often has to choose betv/een the
fatherland and justice to the individual.
3, Masses of people: Offstage to cheer Verrat
and demand the death of D'Oyron.
Tableau: The victorious Verrat is brought on
stage "portfe sur les ^paules de deux
jacobins, une couronne de feuillage sur
la t^te, noir, barbouilld, barbu, hirsute,
couvert de poussi^re, etc. Des soldats
sans-culottes I'entourent en criant et
dansant, et portant leurs bonnets rouc;es
sur leurs sabres ou leurs piques. Un
enfent bondit devant, en poussant des
cris aigues et jette dans I'air son bon-
net. Un fifre joue le Ca ira."
^
-a
(
Combat: The seige is lifted offstage.
Dancing: see tableau,
4, Well-known subject: One of the military
feats of the Revolutionary army, at
Mayence.
At the time when it was written with its
plot paralleling the Dreyfus case, this plot created
real interest. Of all of Holland's plays it has
probably had the most numerous productions. In the
post-war years it was given many times in Germany, I
believe it had the distinction of be^ng the first French
play given in Republican Germany. As recently as 1937
it had e Paris revival. Yet, it seems to me that in
this drams as well as in Le Triomphe de la raison , the
bickerings of the leaders are too extended. They make
it difficult for the rather slender thread of plot to
hold the interest of the reader. On the stage the fire
and emotion of the actors 5n delivering their arguments
and bickerings are apparently sufficient to overcome
this drawback. I am very definitely in the minority
in my lack of appreciation for these two plays, as the
critics universally consider them better than most of
the cycle, especially LesLoups.
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V. Danton (1900)
1. Use of music: Act I: From outside the win-
dow of Camille Desmoulins' house the
condemned sing as they pass by to the
guillotine. Inside Lucile sings to her
child: "II pleut, il pleut, berge're."
Act II: The workmen sing at their work
outside Robespierre's room st Madame
Duplsy ' Si
"Scions, clouons, forgeons bien
Bois de fusil, menches de piques
Trevaillons grand train.
Soldats de la Revolution,
Vous n'manquerez de rien."
2. Single Thought: Is the v;elfare of the
Revolution in the victory of Danton
or the victory of Robespierre?
3. Masses of people: In the Tribunal scene
the crowd plays a definite role.
Tableaux: None.
Combat: A combat of words and ideals
betv/een Danton and his accusers.
Dancing: None.
4. Well-known subject: Of all the series
the best known figures and incidents
are used.
Rolland gives explicit stage direction for the
pert to be taken by the mob. He supplies the appropri-
ate epithets of ''Canaillesj traitresJ Vendusl" He state
exactly where such interpellations as "rires et protes-
tations", "quelques brpvos et beaucoup de protestations"
and similar bits of stage business are to be Inserted,
He explains his purpose in having the mob take so prom-
(I
r
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inent a part. "Elle (la foule ) souligne toutes les
peripeties du proces, si la facon d'un public qui assists
a un melodrame - amuse et emue tout ensemble.""^
VI » Le Jeu de 1' amour et de la mort (1925)
1, Use of music: Scenel: The guests of Madame
Courvoisier dance around a "lilas fleurie"
in the garden singing "L* innocence est
de retour", a "ronde nationale de Gretry".
This is followed by a "ronde ironique sur
I'air de Gretry"
,
^
"Pour la plantation de
I'arbre de Liberte".
Scene I: In the drawing room "de 1« autre
cote du mur du jardin on en tend passer
dans la rue des voix qui chantent, un
violin, une flute, un tamborin, des
oris de joie."
Scene I: "On entend passer un cortege,
musique, fifre et tambours, msrches en
6-8, roulement de charrette, chevaux
qui galopent, oris de foule", (again
to the guillotine.)
2. Single thought: The revolt of an educated
man against the persecutions of the
Terror.
3, Masses of people: None,
Tableau: None.
Combat: marching off-stage: see music.
Dancing: See music.
4. Well-known subject: The characters are well-
known, such as Lavoisier-Courvoisier and
Carnot.
In this later group of plays one can see that he
keeps less closely to his original standards. By limit-
Danton, Romain Holland, Act III, introduction
(
Ing his cast, he is, of course, planning a play more
readily adaptable to the conventional stages of the
average theatre.
VII. Les Leonides (1927)
1. Use of music: Act I: The prince outside In
his courtyard is singing an air with
words by his old teacher, Jean-Jacques
Rousseau.
Act II: Scene I: Groups of you tin s climb
the mountain and yodel.
Act IT: Scene I^: Group of village youths
pass by singing a Soleure folksong: "Der
Kaiser war fuch stenfelswild"
.
Act II: Scene IX: Descending the mountain
in the evening twilight the young people
sing: "Schlaf wohl, du sttsses Kind."
Act III: As the four refugees depart from
the mountain a rustic melody played on a
flute comes over the mountain,
2. Single thought: All enmities, however bitter,
can be wiped out by tir;e and circumstances,
3. Masses of people: a very small cast.
Tableaux: Setting for Act II: a grassy glade
on the mountain above the town with the
Jura for a background.
Act ITI: Same scene at night. The arrival
and departure of Napoleon at the village
below marked b;;- signal lights along the
mountain side and fires on the hilltops.
Same scene: As the refugees depart, the
arch of the sky is lighted by a shower of
sparkling stars, the Leonids.
The finale: On the empty stage the w^nd
blows snow from the pines dov/n on the
grave of the youth. The last star fades

our with the coming of the dawn of
a new day»
Combat: None.
Dancing: None.
4, Well-known subject: Napoleon dominates the
pley even though he is just an "off-stage
noise"
.
It is easy to note that the one point to
wbich he keeps most faithfully is the use of music.
Knowing the tastes and interests of Romain Holland, this
it not surprising. In every play there is some music
Included, if only the snatches of a melody. The most
elaborate musical arrangements are called for in Le 14
juillet . But even if only a few notes are needed, Hol-
land usually specifies the song to be used. He does not
take the chance that a less musically erudite director
than hiirself might create an anachronism by using an
historically incorrect melody. He has evidently in-
vestigated Revolutionary airs and lyrics very thoroughly.
In Les Leonides he shows that he is equally familiar with
the folksongs of the Jura valleys. In the prologue the
marechale sounds the note of the Revolution by introduc-
ing the air Ca ira , and the epilogue closes with a rus-
tic tune, as the morning star fades and a new day and a
new era dawn. It appears that there is a definitely
planned, synchronized musical background.

As to the other three points he varies con-
siderably in the extent to which he meets his requirements.
As far as his own standards are concerned Le 14 juillet
is the most perfect of his plays and Les Leonides the
least. In each play he has more or less met the re-
quirement of a well-known subject. I do not know how
well the French workingman is instructed in the history
of the French Revolution, but I believe that he is
familiar enough with the period to feel that these sub-
jects are familiar ground to him. By taking well-known
stories and using well-known characters, Holland can
hope that his audience v/ill be impressed with the simple
point that he is driving home without having to expend
mentgl effort learning a background situation.
Thus Komain Holland like many another maker
of rules finds it difficult to put into practice the
dogmas which he preaches. That he has sincerely an.d
honestly tried to carry out his ideas, is evident, but
like many noble experiments, it was not too successful.
I
THE POPULAR THEATRE MOVEMENT IN THE PROVINCES
*
Without any qualifying remarks one can say that
the popular theatre movement produced two successful
theatres in the provinces: that of Maurice Pottecher at
BussaiTg in the Vosges and the one of Dr. Pierre Corneille
at La Mothe-Seinte-rieraye in Poitou. There were scores
of others which have had varying success, duration, and
importance. These two, however, are outstanding.
"Le Theatre du peuple" at Bussang is the pro-
duct of the inspiration of Remain Rolland plus the genius
of Pottecher. Pottecher was a music critic in Paris
and sn acquaintance of his fellow musician, Romain Rollsnd.
Madame Pottecher was an actress of distinction; conse-
quently, her husband had always had an interest in and a
knowledge of things theatrical,
Bussang, Pottecher 's native village, was better
suited to his plans than Paris because he wanted his
theatre to be for all classes, not just the urban prole-
tariat, Bussang is located in the Vosges region of
Lorraine and in the nineties was the nearest tov/n to the
frontier. Pottecher himself describes it as a town
which had no casino, theatre, newspaper, llterery circle,
nor artistic society. The arts were acknowledged through
a concert in the sumner and a ball In the winter. His

father was mayor and the only local manufacturer of any
Importance. During the first years of the theatre he
was also his son's Maecenas. On the twenty- second of
September, 1892, Pottecher directed a performance of
Moliere's Le Medecin malgre lui , as the tom's contri-
bution to the celebration of the One Hundredth Anniver-
sary of the founding of the Republic. He returned to
his Paris job, but this little taste of play producing
made him dissatisfied with his Paris career. In 1895
he returned to Bussang to begin his work there in earnest
with a repetition of Le i^iedecin malgre lui ,
Ee chose the name "Theatre du peuple" appar-
ently without being familiar with Michelet's recommenda-
tions. His early collaborator was Richard Auvray, the
pseudonym for the well-known History professor, Alfred
Bourgeois,
In Pottecher' s book and in the numerous maga-
zine articles vihlch he has written, he has cleerly stated
his aims. His broad, general aim he gives as follows:
"Combattre 1' ignorance en bas, et en haute le
mensonge, rendre la grossierete laide, la violence af-
freuse et 1 'injustice insupportable, denoncer le faux
partout ou il se cache dans I'interet, dans le bonheur,
dans la halne, meme dans 1 'amour; decouvrir si bien la
beaute de I'ordre et de la raison que ce monde ne sou-

haite plus d' autre regie que lui , d' autre guide d'elle."
This Is a very large pattern that he cut out for himself.
In discussing the material aims of his theatre,
he is more specific. He is very definite on the fol-
lowing four points. Note the similarity to some of
Remain Holland's criteria.
"1. Gratuit^ du spectacle, au moins pour toute cette
partie de la population qui ne peut payer ni son
instruction nl ses plaisirs;
"2. Desinteressement des acteurs, qui ne seront point,
en principe, des professionnels , mais des amateurs
de bonne volonte, pris autant que possible parral les
differentes classes de la societe
"3. Concordance des representations avec des f^tes
ch6m^es, qui laissent aux travallleurs le loisir
de se rendre au spectacle;
"4. Utilisation des decors naturels, simplification
des constructions couteuses, de la machinerle com-,
pliquee, au profit de la figuration qui sera plus
norabreuse et plus active, et de la mi se-en-scene
,
qui se developpera plus largement."^
How faithfully Pottecher adhered to his own
aims will be noted in the following account of his theatre.
^Theatre du peuple
, Maurice Pottecher, Page X. •
^Ibld.

His aim in connection with purely historical
subject matter was equally well formula ted. We should
take the heritage of the past, strip it of its grave
wrappings, breathe new life into it, and transmit it to
the next generation. The theatre in its very origin
in antiquity addressed itself to all the people. His-
torical dramas of the past which are now classics were
once popular works. As an example he mentions the
Odyssey and t^e Iliad , which were once recited on the
street comers, but are now enjoyed by only a few intel-
lectuals,
Pottecher's productions have always been given
at the end of August or the first of September, The
cast begins rehearsals in July, This meets with his
aim of having the presentation during the holiday season.
The plays are given on a Sunday or holiday afternoon
from about three o'clock to six. He regulates the exact
hour to coincide with the railroad schedule for the con-
venience of spectators of neighboring villages. There
are always three hours of entertainment. The delays
between the acts are very short, and are also pleasantly
filled with musical selections. Like Romain Holland he
believes that the public is entitled to Its money's
worth of entertainm.ent , not of waiting.
Each year two programs ere prepared. One is
rr
entirely free. This is a repetition of the preceding
year's play. For the new play there is a charge.
He describes it thus: "une sorte de repetition generale
reserv6e ^ un public d'abonnes ou de scuscription.
In his objectives he stated that he wi shed his
theatre to be a sirr^ple one, which would utilize the nat-
ural beauty of the Vosges landscape. The first theatre
at Bussang met his requirements for simplicity. "Un cadre
de bois, garni de verdures formal t la sc^ne evec deux
enormes battants de porte pour rideau; pour sol, le
palier de gazon d'un pre, et pour fond, la raontagne en-
soleill^e; quelques rangees de planches, clouees sur
des piquets, servaient de banc a une partie de specta-
teurs; les autres se tenaient debout par derridre, les
pieds dans I'herbe."^
During the first European debacle this theatre
was destroyed. When Pottecher rebuilt it, it was a
more substantial but equally rustic edifice. The main
body of the building is roofed over but the back of the
stage can be opened on the mountains. What finer back-
drop could any theatre havel
Finances are always a serious problem for any
project whose ambitions are not commercial. As has al-
^Thesttre du peuple , Maurice Pottecher.
^Ibid.
rc
ready been stated Pottecher's father came to the rescue
in the early days, but the son wished the enterprise to
be self-supporting so that his hands would not be tied
in any way, A popular theatre would not fulfill its
mission if it were forced to propagandize for any social
political, or economic group among its financial backers
Since 1904 he has accepted a small government subsidy of
twenty-five hundred francs a year. This plus the re-
ceipts from the paid performance comprises his working
capi tal.
Pottecher's expenses are not very hea"vy be-
cause his actors are unpaid amateurs. Madame Pottecher
gave up her promising career to assist him and she is th
only professional in the cast. He prefers to use local
amateurs because they are neither hampered by any the-
atrical traditions nor professional Jealousies. Since
they are a part of the public for which they are playing
they know what to emphasize to bring home their point to
that audience. The village children are often used
whenever dancers are needed. In this way he gets the
youth of the neighborhood interested. The names of indi
vidual actors do not appear on the program. This foste
the esprit de corps by lessening individual recognition.
Pottecher considers that one can f*nd no bet-
ter actors than the French people. He makes the fol-

lowing discerning observation: "Comment le paysan ou
I'ouvrier francais avec sa finesse, son instinct
d' imitation un peu ironique, son aptitude de narquoise
a saisir les ridicules et les travers du prochain, ne
ferait-il pas un acteur comique du premier ordre?"-'-
Local patois and local costumes as well as
legendary history are utilized by Pottecher. For ex-
ample, Le Medecin malgre lui was given in the "pur
patois de Haute-iioselle" instead of the "baragouin des
paysans de Moliere". All the critics agreed that it
was a very successful departure.
The success of any of these theatres depends
to a great extent on its repertory, Pottecher has
written his own. He has proved to be a most success-
ful playwright as well as producer. With great wisdom
he has worked into his plays the legendary folk lore of
Lorraine. His only two departures from his own plays
were Moliere 'a play already mentioned and Macbeth .
The Macbeth was apparently not too successful, as it
was not repeated.
The constant use of the Lorraine background
has not been detrimental to the success of his plays
elsewhere. For example, Amys et Amile, the story of
Theatre du peuple
,
Maurice Pottecher, p. 254.
fc
two brothers-in-arms in the twelfth century, was ven at
the Odeon by Pirmin Gemler in 1928. That all have been
written for plein-air presentation has been more of a
limiting factor in their use by other theatres than their
localized background. To list the best known of his plays
Le Diable marchand de goutte : a play against the
use of alcohol, plot adapted from Tolstoy
.( 1895
)
Mortevl lie ; Pottecher demonstrates his hatred of
War. (1896)
Le Sotre de Noel ; in collaboration with Richard
Auvray. (1897)
Le Lundi de Pentecote : considered by most critics
to be his chef-d ' oeuvre .( 1898
)
Liberte : a play of the French Revolution. (1898)
Chacun che rche son treso r; Remain Holland con-
siders this his best play. The old story of
a sick prince who seeks the shirt of a happy
man to cure him, (1899)
Macbeth : a translation. ( 1902
)
La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc ; This is thought by
many to be a better play than George Bernard
Shaw's on the same subject. Treats theme as
the fight of a young girl against evil, (1904)
Le Chateau de Hans: local legend. (1908)

MolieVe et sa femme ; one of his least success-
ful pi ay. (1909)
Le Mystere de Judas Iscarlot . (1911)
Amys et Amile . (1913)
Le Secret de la montagne ; a satire on stock
jobbers and ttieir dupes. (Post-war)
One can see that although plays with his-
torical backgrounds are numerous among his works, he
does not limit himself to any one period of time.
It has always been his policy to produce alter-
nately a comedy and a tragedy. In time he hopes to pro-
duce all the greet plays of France's past. The provin-
cial theatres should for the most part limit themselves
to local traditions and leave to the Paris theatre the
field of national legends. "Un theatre ou seront evo-
que'es les grandes l^gendes nationales, capable de cr6er
entre tous ces hommes de races et d'esprits divers que
Paris r6unit le theatre k Paris traiterait des
sujets d'un caract^re plus general, d'une humanity plus
large, peuvent etre compris par tous les hommes ras-
sembles la des quatre coins de la France et de I'univers."^
It is sad that Ji^'rance neglected to create such
a theatre which might have given it a little of the
spirit it needs today,
^Th<^)^tre du peuple, Maurice Pottecher, p. 256.
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I have given many detEills concerning Bussang
because it has been the outstanding success and because
it incorporated, worked out, and proved practicable the
principal theories laid down by Remain Holland in the
manifesto of the movement: Le Theatre du peuple .
Both of the provincial successes, Bussang and
La Mothe-Sainte-Heraye antedate the Paris theatres by
several years. Dr. Pierre Corneille, a descendent of
the Corneille and a retired physician, successfully
founded his Theatre du peuple at La Mothe-Seinte-H^raye
in Poitou. Like Lorraine, Poitou is a region rich in
legend, and Corneille has drawn upon this storehouse of
the past.
Dr. Pierre Corneille is described by Henry
de Breuil as "un protagoniste hardi de la decentralisa-
tion tbettrale, poete de talent, auteur et directeur .
"
Just as Pottecher is the backbone of the theatre at
Bussang, so here is Corneille , the inspiring genius who
has created and kept going the theatre of La Mo the.
The origin of the La Mothe theatre is un-
usual. Tbe famous read^^r, Maurice Bouchor, organized
a fete in honor of the birthday of the Poitevin poet,
Emile du Tiers. He asked Corneille to write a pastoral
^ ;Lft Theatre populeire de la Mothe
,
henry du Breuil.
Mercure de France, October, 1Q00.

which could be performed at the ruins of the local
fortress. He complied and wrote Bonne Fee . At this
f§te the uninvited peasants rushed in, seated them-
selves on the grass, and enjoyed it immensely, ^'rom
this little incident grew the theatre. Come i lie had
the assistance of the mayor of the tovm v/no converted
the municipal park into the theatre.
The Theatre of La Mothe is located in the park
in a setting of considerable natural beauty. "Au centre
du pare, promenade bois^e des idothais, sur le coteau
au-dessus de la large vallee qui verdoie, s'erige le
d^cor habile de de iuenorval. Behind the stage is
a grotto which serves as a dressing room for the cast.
This plein-air theatre seats three thousand persons.
Unlike Bussang, here the plays are given at night under
lights. "L'acetylene at la lune prodiguent leur lumiere
Lb sc^ne, qu'encadrent les tours lointaines, que domine
la ligne des bois et plus h(iut la ligne du ciel, n'est
pas sans beaute."^ Here too the policy has been to use
local amateurs.
Another point of similarity with Pottecher's
theatre is that its repertory has been expressly created
for the theatre by its director. Among Cornellle's
plays successfully staged are: Bonne Fee (1897); La
^Le Theatre populaire de la' Mothe, Henry du Breuil.
2lbld.
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Legends de Ch a]Tibrille ( 1897 ) ; Erlnn a, prete s se de Hesus
(1898); Far la clemence (1899); Au Temps de Charles VII
(1900); Richelieu (1901); Blancs et bleus (1902); Marie
de Magdala (1905); Les Yeux j aunes (1905); Les Deux ad-
veraaires (1909).
Dr. Pierre Corneille has written, for the most
part, in classic verse, in a rather heavy, grandiose style,
even adhering to the unities. The French audience does
not seem to find this the barrier that an American audience
would. In his later plays he uses prose more frequently.
To me, it is significant that these men, who were
trying to give the French theatre new life end sanity by
rooting it again in the rich earth of France's past, should
each write a drama about La Pucel le, who is so strangely
missing from the French stage, Pottecher in La Passion
de Jeanne d'Arc and Corneille in Au Temps de Charles VII
Introduced the Maid to French audiences. To be sure,
in the Corneille drama she makes very , few appearances on
the stage, but she nevertheless dominates the pley. (Also
making use of the Jeanne d'Arc theme is the group at
Menil-en-Xaintoi s , which under the direction of the Abbe
Meignien produced the Mystere de Jeanne d'Ar c weekly from
July to September.
)
Both of these pleln-alr theatres demonstrate

that this type of theatre is well adapted to the popular
needs "because; (1) The cost of good seats is low; (2) no
elaborate evening attire is called for, as in the c^ ty
theatre; (3) the performances of these theatres coincide
with the holiday season, when people can attend.
The forerunners of the outdoor performances
were those given in the old Roman theatres in the south
of Prance, the theatres of Orange, Nllmes, end Be'ziers.
In these theatres one can find no influence of Romain
Rolland nor of the popular theatre movement, for they
antedate both. Of these theatres Ivi. Gabriel Boissy
writes as follows: "They represent 'une evolution re-
gressive; elle paralt ramener le theatre vers des modes
anciens et meme antiques mais une observation
attentive decouvre plus d'avenir que de souver ir et con-
clut au de veloppement progressif et parall^le au mouve-
ment social, d'un art qui cesse d'etre un simple amuse-
ment pour dev^nir un divertissement supe rieur . ' "
Unlike Boissy M. Pottecher does not see much
good in these performances. ne refers to them as fol-
lows: "C'est une f^te de lettres et d ' archeologues , non
un spectacle vrsiment populaire." ui, Rollsnd is not so
harsh# While classing them as non-popular, he con-
^ Les Spectacles de ple.in-air et le peuple , Mercure de
Prance, Gabriel Boissy. February iT 1907.
^Th^atre du peuple, Maurice Pottecher.
II
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siders them a step in the right direction, especially
when they produced Provencal dramas.
The success of the theatre at Orange dates
from 1869, 1874, and 1886 to 1888. The initiative was
taken by the Felibrige. The fetes had been under the
direction of the classical poet, M. Paul Marie ton. In
the great Roman amphitheatre seating ten thousand people
such actors as Kounet-Sully and Sarah Bernhardt played
classical roles w^* th great success; but was it popular?
Certainly there was little or no participation of the
people in the f^tes except possibly as spectators.
There are several other provincial theatres
of interest, but of lesser importance than those just
descrilped. One of these, the Thesltre du Saut-des-
Cuves at Gerardmer, was in imitation of the nearby
Bussang theatre. Gerardmer is a summer resort, and
the theatre was more in the nature of our "Straw Hat
Theatres" than e bona fide popular theatre, Despite
the fact that the company assembled by MM. G^hln and
Marchal was composed either of amateurs or of less than
mediocre professionals, the theatre flourished. At
least its setting was unique, since it was locsted in
an abandoned quarry in the forest.
The Theatre de la Nature at Courcey-sur-Indre,
founded in 1906, had considerable success. It was the
•J I'?
r
union of tv/o smaller groups, the Renaissance artistlque
tourangelle and the Jardin de la France. The initia-
tors of the theatre v/ere MM. Louis-Xavler de Ricard and
Gerard de Lesage-Duthiers . The theatre was apparently-
well named because M. Gabriel Boissy describes it as:
"fonde dans un d^cor naturel, parmi les roches et les
bois, pres des fontaines. "-^
Of greater importynce and influence than the
above tv/o was the Theiltre aux Champs at Aulnay-sous-Bois
.
Directed by Jules Princet it was organized in 1906 and
continued until the war without interruption, I have
not been able to discover whether M. Princet built e
permanent theatre. His first play was a history of
Aulnay called Floreal , written in verse by himself.
Prom among his other plays Le Guerisseur , an historical
drama of Henri IV and his famous chicken in every pot,
is the best known. Like Remain Rolland he has several
plays dealing with the French Revolution, and also like
M. Rolland he cannot get down to the level of tl-ie people
In his writing. He is too delicate a poet to be called
truly popular.
Still another interesting experiment was at
Longlaville, where, in 1902, the local choral society
^ Les Spectacles en plein-oir et le peuple. Me rcure de
France, Gabriel Boissy, February 1,~I^07.
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changed, itself into a dramstic association called
Fauvette de Longlaville, a name reminiscent of their
musical past. An old stable became their theatre. One
of their best endeavors was the encouragem.ent of unknown
young authors whose works they frequently mounted.
Whether to include the Breton and Alsatian
theatres is a question. The local patois was used in-
stead of French. In brief, the Breton theatre has had
a most interesting past history. When the church for-
bade the mysteres because of the non- religious elements
which had crept into them, the independent Bretons kept
on producing them in secret. Thomas Parkic had seen
some of these performances and knew severel of the old
actors, so when he joined forces with MM. Le Braz and
Gofflc, their representation was an authentic one. In
the village square at Ploujean on August 14, 1898, the
sixteenth century mystere. La Vie de Saint Gwenole
,
was
given. From this simple beginning the movement for re-
viving the old plays spread throughout Brittany until in
1911 there were more than sixty groups giving local per-
formances. ^
In Alsace (then Gennen) the Theatre Alsacien
had been founded in Strasbourg in 1898 by a tz;roup con-
sisting of M. Alexandre Hessler, theatre director; M.
^This information is from Dr. Chapmen's thesis.
((
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Hauss, journalist; and M, Gustave Stoskoff, painter and
poet. Its spirit must have been truly Alsatian as the
Germans found the theatre pro-Prench and the French
labeled it pro-German. Stoskoff wrote many of the pleys
in its repretory, the best known being D'r Kerr Marie
,
D'r Kandidat , D'r Pariser Reis (Paris journey), and
D'Heimet . So widely known was its success that the
theatre group made several tours, playing in Berlin,
Paris, and the Swiss cities.^
In passing brief mention will suffice for many
of the provincial theatres. (1) Theatre fleuri de la
Roseraie at Pontenay-aux Roses; its director was M.
Graveresux. (2) Theatre des Alpes at Grenoble, directed
by M. Emile de Loux-Parassac . (3) At Nancy under the aus-
pices of the magazine, L'Art dramatique, was founded the
Theatre de la Renaissance in October 1905 for the benefit
of the factory workers of Nancy. Also in Nancy there
were several amateur groups which v/ent to all the surround-
ing towns of ii.eurthe-et-koselle to give performances.
(4) To me it was of special interest that tiie movement was
not confined to Prance proper, but there were theatres or-
ganized at Algiers and Tunis under the direction of U,
Victor Barracaud, His annual spring festivals had con-
siderable success. At Tunis the old Roman amphitheatre
^Theatre Alsatlen
,
Revue d'Art drams tl que. March 15, 1903.
No author given.
rr
was used, from vrfilch it derived the name. Theatre du
Carthage,
Very difficult to trace were the various
"theatres ambulant s". One, under the guidance of Pirmin
G6mier, was unsuccessful. At the Congrds international
de 1900 which was discussing the popular theatre and its
problems a M. Jules Auffray made a report on his "theatre
ambulant". There were many other groups which met with
failure oftener than success. All seemed to have been
handicapped by inadequate capital.
From this study of these provincial theatres
one can conclude that if a theatre had an able director
and if it developed a suitable repertory, its chances for
success were excellent, A good theatre could do much
for a region by reawakening pride in local traditions and
by introducing a few new ideas in the rather stultifying,
narrov/, provincial ways of living and thinking.
rr
Paris Theatres
In 1886 there were two groups in Paris which
paved the way for tbe more ambitious theatre projects to
come. The first was definitely not a popular organiza-
tion but a university enterprise, yet it worked out many
of the ideas of the populer theatre initiators. This was
the Cercle des Escholiers. Its organizers were the then
youthful enthusiasts, Georges Bourdon and Lugne-PoS.
"Georges Bourdon et Lugn^-Po8, alors ages de 17 ans,
etaient les chefs de 1 ' association, dont, bien entendu, la
grande ambition ^tait de monter des pieces, lis y reus-
sirent et donnerent leur premiere representation, le 30
mars, 1887, c'est-a-dire le so ir m^me du premier spectacle
d' Antoine . ""^
From tbis initiation Lugne'-Po8 went on to become
the founder of the Maison de I'Oeuvre where he became the
leading exponent of " cosmopolitisme dramatique". He staged
the plays of Ibsen, Wilde, BJornson, Shaw, D'Annunzio, as
well as French plays, including several of Remain Rolland.
The Importance of Bourdon and Lugn^-PoS was that
they conscientiously tried to discover nev/ tslent and new
authors, both native and foreign. This organization of
three hundred members has continued to give a play e year
^Delpitt, Louise: Smith College Studies, Paris Theatre
Contemporain.
•r
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as well as several social functions. As explorers of new
repertory the French theatre owes the Cercle a debt.
The other group which has slresdy been mentioned
was the outgrowth of the Universite populeire, le Theatre
du peuple a"" la cooperation des idees. Although founded
in 1886 it was 1899 before they moved to their building
at 157 du faubourg St. Antoine, formerly a cafe concert.
Here in thej r "salle da spectacle" seating four hundred
people, and with four troupes of actors who quarreled
among themselves in the best theatrical tradition a very
varied repertory was presented under the leadership of
Henri Dargel.
As evidence of this varied repertory the follow-
ing are selected at random among the two hundred plays
given during the first years; Libert e
,
Pottecher; Les
Loups, Remain Holland; Le Barbie r de Seville , Beaumarchai s;
La Cornette (a farce of the liiiddle Ages); Le Depit amoureux
Ivloliere; Boubouroche
,
Courteline; La Chance de Francoise
,
Porto-Riche
.
They alternated a concert end play each Sunday.
M. Dargel acknowledges the generous help he received from
the students of the Conservatoire, from the pupils of many
Paris declamation teachers, and by several artists of the
Com^die Francaise who donated their time and services.
These professionals helped to train the amateur sctors
ir
from the ranks of the Universite members, as well as par-
ticipating themselves. Dargel considers that the Paris
critics were unfair in ironically calling attention to
such improvisations as the use of the bottoms of sardine
cans in the sv/ords of the Curiace."^
In the same year, 1899, Louis Lumet started his
Theatre Civique. The theatre was but one phase of his
interest in educating the workingman, as he was also the
originator of the evening museum. Art pour Tous, in the
workingraen's quarters. He had no fixed theatre but played
whenever there was an available hall. All of his perform-
ances were gratuitous depending for support on contributions.
At the Congres International de 1900 M. Eugene Morel in dis-
cussing the Thfe^tre Civique said: "il est exactement un
theatre populaire, mais affirmant des id^es sociales nou-
velles comme les mysteres d'autre-fois affirmaient des
id^es re ligieuse s
.
1903 ushered in the two principal Paris experi-
ments. September 19th brought the opening of the relative-
ly successful The&tre populaire, rue de Belleville, under
the auspices of Eugene Berny. On the opening night when
Holland's Danton received one of its few presentations,
M. Morel gave the opening oration. After a brief precis
^Le Th^^tre du peuple d le coope'ration des id^es. Revue
fJ ' Ai ' l Di'RinBtlque, Heni'l Pai'gel, Api ' il 15, 1903.
'^L'Art Theatral - Congres International de 1900 tenu ^
I'exposition universelle.
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of popular theatres from Attica to rue de Belleville he
challenged the audience thus: "Citoyens de Belleville,
Des theatres populaires vont sortir d'^ toutes parts, msis
c'est vous que la premiere entreprise reguli^re, libre
aura ete tente; le premier theatre du peuple reeulier,
independant Tenez a honneur que I'entreprise reuississe,
maintenez I'avance morale prise sur les autre s quartiersJ
Venez au theatre populaire, Amenez-y vos femmes, vos en-
fants, decidez vos amis, abonnez-vous pour vous retrouver
chaque semaine entre vous, comme a une fete intimel
REG-ULIEREJ Fete libre oil sont les ccnviees toutes les
intelligences et ou vous reconnaltrez les meilleurs d'entre
vous .
""^
Berny announced that his aim was a s?mple one,
namely: "Donne r au peuple le theatre auquel il a droit;
de belles oeuvres interpreters par de bons artistes dans
un theatre sample mais commod^, ou il pourra venir, en
habit de travail, se r^cr^er et sMnstruire sans s'en
apercevoir.
He met many of Romain Rolland's aims for a
popular theatre, and M. Rolland endorsed his theatre as
a genuine attempt at me'='ting the ideals and demands of the
movement
.
"^Discours pour I'ouverture d'un thfe^tre populaire. Revue
d'Art Draraatique, October 15, 1903, Eugene Morel.
^Theotre populaire. Revue d'Art Dramatique, June 15, 1903,
Romain, Rolland.
(
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Its repertory was lerge and the program changed
weekly. Bemy succeeded very well in keeping down his
prices. The range was from forty centimes to one franc,
twenty-five centimes. In addition there were subscription
rates for tv/enty performances. Because of the size of
his hall he could mp.ke his project self-supporting at
these low prices. He was financially able in 1905 to
take over another theatre, the Th^^tre des Batignolles,
where he repeated the same program. His success un-
doubtedly came from the fact that he gave a good per-
formance at a low price.
The other project failed. M. Henri Beaulieu,
who had acted for Antolne and Gemier and who had produced
a play for Pottecher at Bussang, was the initiator. He
opened his Th^^tre du peuple in the Clichy quartier,
where he had assembled a troupe of young and talented
actors. His repertory was of a slightly higher order
than Berny's. His aim was also simply stated: "De former
un peuple artistique et un art populaire."^
His subscription plan, modeled on that of the
Schillertheater in Berlin, was modest - fifty centines
to two francs. In line with his socialistic point of
view he set aside a goodly number of free seats each week
for students, soldiers attached to the Paris garrison,
^The^tre du peuple de k. Beaulieu, Revue d'Art Dramatique,
November 15, 1903, Remain Holland.

and the mldinette s • At the Tuesday matinee a strictly
classical program was presented. The entire program was
changed weekly and it was chosen from an extensive reper-
tory of foreign and modern French plays. What then was
the cause of his failure? Why did the Th^^tre Moncey
last but two years? The people of the quartier were
antagonistic even though Beaulieu was well-known as an
ardent socialist* M. Holland also sugfiiests that he did
not have sufficient capital to stick it out until he
could become thoroughly established.
Another enterprise which was alternately praised
and condemned was the so-called Galas populaires of Adrien
Bernheim. All critics are agreed that as a work of char-
ity it was very worthwhile, but as a manifestation of the
popular spirit it was not bona fide. Its full and in-
posing title was L'Oeuvre francaise de trente ans de
theatre. Its purpose is explained by Bernheim himself:
"L'Oeuvre francaise de trente ans de theatre ne devait pas
etre le grande societe qu'elle est devenue. C'etait une
caisse de secours suppl^mentaire destine'e a venir en aide,
directement et immediatement , . .
,
j
' insi ste sur ces deux. mots
. . . non seulement aux auteurs et aux artistes qui ont leurs
soci^t^s reguli^rement constituees, a tous les gens du
theatre, auteurs, artistes, critiques, machinistes, de-
corateurs etc. qui aprds trente ans de travail et de lutte

se trouveralent sans ressources, et aussi a ceux que la
maledie ou la dlsparition d'un des leurs laisse dans le
besoin."^
This work was begun in December 1901, When the
call for volunteers went out,more of the leading actors
and actresses answered than could be used. Performances
of the same program were given in all of the Paris ban-
lieues, beginning at the Concert European and continuing
with the Theatres Iviontparnasse
,
Grene]le, aux Gobelins,
de Saint Denis, Belleville, and Ba-ta-clan. On each
program all the arts were represented.
A sample program included the following:
1. The first acts of Les Femmes savantes , and
Le Depit amoureux by artists of the Con^die
fran9ai se.
2. The serenade scene of A '<^uoi re vent les
Jeunes filles .
3. Recitation of the Fpble s of Lafonteine.
4. Poesies diverses.
5. Dances by dancers from the Op6re.
6. Chorus of old French songs.
7. Operetta and Chansonettes.
In addition to all this there was a commentator
who ad'3ed a few remarks on French drametic art.
Most of the v/riters of the Popular Theatre Uove-
^Trente ans de th6g'tre, Adrien Bernheim.
•II "1.
r
ment emphatically deny that Bernheim was one of them,
even though they are forced to admit his success. One
of them, M. Vignaud, ends a scathing attack in the Revue
with this rhetorical question: "Comment Bernheim aursit-
il pu cr^er le theatre populaire, puisqu'il n'en 8 pas
encore compris ni le fonction ni la portee?"^
The Paris Municipal government spent years ar-
guing with the ministry and among themselves over what
financial aid should be tendered the organizers of a
Paris Municipal Theatre and whether the city should con-
struct a theatre building. Although in complete agree-
ment with the organizers that there was need of a theatre,
it finally petered out in the so-called Th^^tre National
Populeire at the Trocadero, the able Flrmin Ge''mier di-
recting. The Salle des ?etes du palais da Trocadero
had many grave defects. Among them was its poor acoustic
qualities. The purpose of this theatre was "Ainsi que
son nom I'indique, son r'31e est de faire connaitre au
peuple nos plus fameux chefs-d'oeuvre dramatlques et
musi caux. '"^
That it did not succeed in so doing is generp.lly
agreed.
^M. Bernheim et le theatre populaire
.
Revue d'Art Dramatique,
April 15, 1905, Jepn Vignaud.
^Smith College Studies, Paris-Theg tre contemporein
, Louise
Delpltt.

Also worthy of mention are the summer revivals
of some of the mysteres on the parvis of Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris. They have been directed by iil. Gheon,
who has done considerable adapting to make them suitable
and understandable to modern audiences. Their success
raises the old question of whether it is necessary for
a popular theatre to have the religious element in order
to be successful.
Another sidelight of this phase of the Popular
Theatre ivioveraent was the series of meetings held at the
International Exposition of 1900 in Paris. Delegates
from, all nations discussed the Popular Theatre Movement.
They were organized in four sections, each with its own
chairman, as follows: (1) Architecture th^^trale; {2)
Eclairage . . . .machinerie ; (3) Mise en scdne costume:
(4) (.Questions g6n^rales.
The I/ilnister of Public Instruction and Fine
Arts was represented by a. Bernheimi. Ideas were exchanged
by the directors of all nations, and the meetings were ed-
dresFed by Pottecher and other successful directors. This
Congres was of interest because it showed that 'nterest in
popular drama was widespread and not just a social mani-
festation in Frarce."^
^Th^s information from "Congres interna tlonal de 1900 tenu
a 1 'exposition universelle au palals du congres du 27-31
.luillot, 1900."
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Conclusions
Romain Rolland's Contributions to the
Movement
1. He contributed first and foremost his personal inspi-
ration in planning end organizing the cairipaign to be
carried out.
2. His valiant leadership throughout the hottest of the
fight in government circles and in the press was a
rallying point for his fellow enthusiests.
3. His Theatre du peuple provided a measuring stick and
a set of simple rules which were standards, by which
directors could compare their projects.
4. He succeeded in reviving interest in historical drama.
He demonstrated conclusively what dramatic possibilities
there are in just one small segment of French history,
the he volution.
Reasons for Failure
Why should a movement so ably conceived and
directed result in what v/as unmistakably a failure, at
least for the present time? There seems to bs numerous
explanations
.
1. Among the foremost was the v.ar(1914). In the years
just prior to the outbreak of the war, the movement was
gaining momentum. Then the war absorbed the energies
r
of the nation and closed the theatres. In the post-war
years those which had the firmest foundations reopened,
Bussang and La Mothe among others. The majority did
not,
2. In the post-war years the trend was toward the com-
mercialization of the theatre. Even the Comedie ?ran9ai3e
lost its stars to the Theatres des Boulevards which paid
better salaries. Of course, in such a period a theatre
v;hich depended on voluntary or very low- salaried actors
could not compete. There seems to have been a very
definite antagonism on the part of commercial producers
and actors toward the popular theatre. In the popular
theatre the star system was abandoned which may explain
part of the hostility.
3. There was also the marked hostility of the press and
critics. Since the later years of the movement post-
date the publication of La Foire sur la place from Jean-
Chri s tophe , that is, at least a partial explanation of
the critics' hostility to its leader.
4. The rl se in populari ty of the moving pictures was
also a trend to be considered. It provided the type of
melodramatic drama which naturally appealed to the less
well-educated audiences.
5. To quote Lincoln's house divided is probably trite.
However, the leaders of this movement were hopelessly

divided among themselves. There was no unanimity of pur-
pose or of pleji. To cite just two examples: Camille
Sainte-Croix regarded the popular theatre as an organ for
the dissemination of socialism. rie said, "Le theatre du
peuple sera socialiste, ou il ne sera pas."-^ Another,
Lugne-PoS, saw the populsr theatre as a possible field for
trying out new plays, foreign and French. Others stressed
it as the field of religious drama. Consequently, the
leaders frequently worked at cross pusposes.
6. Perhaps the greatest deterrent to its success (as
analyzed by Remain Holland) was the consistent refusal of
the people to regard themselves as the people. They
wished to be considered "Petit bourgeois", and not "peuple"
They were not av/are of any need for self-expression through
a popular theatre. It was being urged on them as some-
thing good for them, something they shiould have. As a
movement imposed from above, rather than grov/ing spon-
taneously out of a recognized need, it was doomed to
failure
.
It Is my opinion, however, that it is a failure
for the present, but at sometime in the future this ideal
will be realized. Every great nation has somet^rae in
its history a manifestation of its popular spirit in
dramatic form.
•^A propos du tbeatre populaire
.
Revue d'Art Dramatique,
Alphonse S^ch6, August 15, 1903
.
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Abstract of the Thesis
Although the efforts to establish popular
theatres in France were most numerous at the beginning of
the twentieth century, the ideas and basic principles can
be traced through Diderot, Rousseau, Mercier, and Michelet.
France had a successful popular theatre during the Revolu-
tion, Foreign influences can be traced to the works of
Tolstoy and Wagner, and to the Swiss festivals as well as
to foreign theatres, such as Oberammergau and the various
Berlin and Vienna theatres.
In France the lead-^r of the movement was Romaln
Holland, ably seconded by the editors and writers of the
Revue D'Art Dramatique. Through their prize contest for
the plan of a popular theatre and through their campaign
for government aid, their objectives were well publicized.
They received no help from the government. In the prize
contest the winning plans were submitted by Eugene i.lorel
and Alia, However, Romain Holland's treatise, Le Theatre
du peuple , was the best and most inclusive discussion of
the problem, and it became the handbook of the movement.
He also created a cycle of Revolutionary dramas
to provid'^ a suitable repertory for the popular theatres
springing up over France. In this cycle of seven plays
Holland dramatized the chief events and characters of the
4
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Revolution. In the opening drama, the prologue, Paques -
f
l
eurle 3 , the decadent atmosphere of the l^st years of the
anclen regime is the keynote. Le 14 juillet celebrates
the fall of the Bastille and the shaking off of the royal
restraints. It contains a "fete populaire" modeled on
the actual fetes of the Revolution. Le Triomphe de la
rai son reflects the course of the Revolution in the
provinces, while Les Loups
,
symbolizing the Dreyfus af-
fair, uncovers the seeds of the Revolution's downfall in
the inability of the army leaders to trust each other and
to act with unanimity. Danton is the duel between the
people's hero and Danton, and the lawyer Robespierre.
In the downfall of Danton, the Revolution has passed from
the hands of the people and the Terror has begun. The
effect of the fall of Danton on one man and his wife is
the theme of Le Jeu de 1' amour et de la mort . The epi-
logue, Les Leonides , shows the Revolution to be over and
the march of Napoleon across Europe to have begun. This
cycle has great dramatic possibilities, but it fails in
it purpose: to create a repertory for a popular theatre,
because of the author's inability to speak the language
of his audience. His mind and speech are too academic.
The result is that his characters give orations rather
than speak dialogues. He did, however, show himself
to be an innovator of stage technique.
1 11
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Romain Holland's plays can be compared with his
most frequently enunciated standards for popular plays.
These standards include:
1. Generous use of music throughout the play.
2. Each play must stress a single, simple
thought. "Paint with a broom,"
3. Use of masses of people, tableaux, marching,
combats, and dancing.
4. To make use of a v/ell-known subject.
Judging his plays by these four points, which
he considers essential, it is clear that he does net al-
ways practice what he preaches. He includes some music
in every play, and in most of the plays there are several
historically famous characters. He does not always abide
by the other points. By his own standards his most per-
fect play is Le 14 juillet .
In the provinces there were two eminently suc-
cessful popular theatres. At Bussang Maurice Pottecher
inaugurated the Theatre du peuple. It is an open-air
theatre which gives two performances every summer.
Directed by Pottecher and his wife, a professional actress,
this amateur group gives each season, a new play and re-
peats the play of the preceding year. Here the problem
of repertory has been solved by Pottecher 's turning play-
wright. He has used local legends very frequently as
• »
the bases of his dramas. The other success was the pop-
ular theatre in Poitou at La IViOthe-Sainte-Heraye . Under
the direction of Pierre Comeille the tov/n of La Mothe
has constructed a very beautiful rustic open-air theatre.
Like Pottecher, Corneille is a playwright and has created
many dramas for his amateur players from Poitou legends.
Successful, but not truly popular, have been
the productions given in the old Roman amphitheatres at
Orange, N^mes, and B6ziers. Other theatres having vary-
ing degrees of success include; Theatre aux Champs at
Aulnay-sous-Bois ; Theatre de Saut-des-cuves at Gerardmer;
Theatre de la nature at Courcay- sur-Indre ; and la Fauvette
of Longlaville. Brittany with its revival of the Mysteres
and the Th^^tre Alsacien have popular characteristics,
although each is a patois theatre.
In Paris the two direct antecedents of the pop-
ular theatre were begun in 1886, the Cercle des Escholiers
and the Cooperation des Id^es. The first was a university
group directed by Lugn6-PoS and Georges Bourdon. They
were interested in trying out new plavs, both French and
foreign. The second group, nearer to the people, grew
out of the Universit^s populaires. Each Sunday these
amateurs gave a play or a concert, aided by the Conserva-
tory students and socially minded actors,
1899 marked the beginning of Louis Lumet's
r
Th^^tre Civique, t^e first of the Paris popular theatres.
In Paris the two most successful experiments began in 1903.
The Theatre populaire, rue ds Belleville, was organized
and directed by Eugene Berny. By keeping his prices very
low and by giving a good performance, he attracted a large
following. By his subscription plan he met the often
stressed rule for popular theatres - regularity of per-
formance to encourage regularity of attendance. His
repertory \vas varied. This theatre was successful. The
Theatre Moncey, founded in Clichy by Henri Beeulieu, was
an avant-garde experiment. Beaulieu, an ardent socialist,
worked for popular betterment through a higher type of
repertory than Berny' s. His pr'css elso were very modest,
and his subscription plan was an excellent one. That a
theatre so well planned and so well organized should fail
can be blamed on the antagonism of the residents of the
quarter.
When the government finally gave a little finan-
cial aid toward the establishment of a national popular
theatre in Paris, it was to stage the classics at the
Trocade'ro. Even with the expert direction of Firmin
Gemler this can not be judged as either popular or suc-
cessful .
Romain Holland's chief contributions to the pop-
ular theatre movement can be summed up as follows:

1. His personal inspiration in planning and organizing
the campaign.
2. His valiant leadership throughout the hottest of the
fight in the press and in government circles.
3. His Theatre du peuple v/as a statement of his beliefs
and a guTde-book for the directors of other projects.
4. He revived interest in historical drama and showed
what dramatic possibilities there are in French
hi sto ry.
The popular theatre movement failed for a
variety of reasons. Among them are:
1. The war closed many of the theatres and they never
reopened.
2. The post-war tendency was toward the commercializa-
tion of the theatre.
3. The hostility of ^.e press and the critics.
4. Division of the leaders of the movement as to their
plans, aims, and endeavors.
5. The refusal of the people to consider themselves the
people.
6. It was a movement imposed from above by literary men,
rather than coming from the people, or growing out of
a recognized need.
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